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Abstract
Given the ever-growing presence of computer-mediated communication (CMC), it is important
to understand CMC and how it relates to communication in general. Despite considerable
research on CMC, various features are still underrepresented, such as GIF communication. This
study examines what GIF usage suggests about interlocutors’ social relationships. In particular,
through a perception experiment among young adults, this study investigates how GIF usage
affects perceptions of social closeness between interlocutors. I find that participants perceive
interlocutors to be significantly closer when one responds to another with a GIF with embedded
text instead of a text-only response, an effect that I link to increased expressiveness between
people who are socially close. In addition, this effect is stronger for participants who self-report
as frequent social media and GIF users than for those who do not. This could imply frequent
CMC users perceive more social closeness because of their familiarity with online social cues.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
Purpose and Objective
We use computer-mediated communication (CMC) every day, talking to people via
emails, text messages, social media posts, and other interactive multimodal platforms (IMPs)
such as WhatsApp (Herring, 2015). Interaction is no longer constrained to face-to-face, or voiceto-voice in the case of telephones and cellphones; computers have given members of society
countless ways to interact with one another. The various modes have similar functions, but their
purposes, features, and manner of communication can vary. Through emails, we conduct
business or contact professors and students. They allow users to attach documents and files and
share large quantities of information. Text messages enable those who have others’ numbers to
exchange typed messages of practically any length. These short message services (SMSs) permit
users to include pictures, videos, emoticons, emojis, GIFs (which are looping visual media), and
reactions in their texts and responses. Then there is the plethora of social media outlets, all
having slightly different goals but using roughly the same communication functions.
While there is no denying that the medium of CMC has proved beneficial as technology
has advanced, it presents certain challenges that can sometimes be overlooked in face-to-face
communication (FTFC). For the purposes of this thesis, video calls and other FTFC options over
smartphones or computers are not included in the definition of CMC. In FTFC, we use a variety
of methods to accurately convey our message. We can see other people and their expressions.
DeWall et al. (2009) addressed this in relation to social exclusion when they found that “facial
expressions serve as rich nonverbal cues that can powerfully communicate important
interpersonal intentions and motives […and] serve as a rich source of interpersonal meaning” (p.
730). Text messages, posts, and emails allow us to quickly contact someone not in our general
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vicinity, but it comes at a cost. In CMC, users only have access to the screen and the text:
prosody, facial expressions, body language, and co-speech gestures are absent. Depending on the
level of closeness interlocutors have with one another, messages can be misinterpreted if a plain
text message or email seems too direct or if a sarcastic comment is mistakenly judged as sincere.
When sentences end with only a period or a question mark, and without accompanying CMC
features like emojis, emoticons, or GIFs, the statement can be interpreted as cold or blunt.
Fortunately there are features like textisms, which are ways in which texts are modified
to sound more natural. For example, emojis are little icons that can take the place of a word or a
concept. Similarly, Soo et al. (2016) discovered that when users had avatars—people-controlled
digital representations of themselves—display smiles that were intensified from the human’s
smile, their interlocutors enjoyed the conversation more and felt the dialog was more personal
and realistic. This shows that there is a benefit to including digital representations of humans in
CMC so as to compensate for the lack of actual physical human interaction.
GIFs, also commonly featured in CMC, are another feature that can carry social or
expressive information. These short, animated clips can come from various visual media (e.g.,
movies, TV shows, independently created animations) and are used to exemplify thoughts,
phrases, or emotions. GIFs incorporate an expressive element into CMC, serving as a tool for
communicating interpersonal meaning. Because of their expressive and gestural content, GIFs
can be compared to body language and gestures. These are, for the most part, lacking in most
computer-mediated communication, because, simply, there is no physical body to produce the
reactions and gestures. Gestures are not a necessary aspect of having an in-person interaction, but
they provide extra information that is not found in speech, and they usually benefit our
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interlocutors’ comprehension (Goldin-Meadow, 1999). Our gestures can help clarify meaning,
ease explanations, and demonstrate concepts.
While features like emojis, avatars, emoticons, and GIFs can be used in a variety of
modes of CMC, there are times, places, and audiences for each. Based on what is considered to
be socially acceptable in terms of digital communication, it may not be typical to find GIFs or
emojis in emails to bosses or superiors. Each method of CMC also suits different audiences
better than others. It may be more likely for friends to text or respond to one anothers’ posts on
social media, but they may not usually have dialogs over emails. Vice versa, depending on the
occupation, email or slack communication may be more effective or accepted for discussing
work-based topics than doing the same over text messages. When using CMC, it is important to
use the right mix of features on the appropriate platforms. Otherwise, users can seem
technologically illiterate or socially out of line (Tigwell & Flatla, 2016). In general,
understanding how one’s language affects others and being aware of the social consequences of
one’s utterances is an important part of communicative competence (Hymes, 1966).
This brings us to the focus of this thesis: GIFs. Akin to how gestures and words
collaborate to express a shared message (McNeill, 1996), GIFs help mediate what the
interlocutor is communicating via written language and allow interlocutors to be more sensitive
to their social expressions. At the same time, however, in some contexts, the simple presence of
GIFs may seem inappropriate. Some work has already been done on emoticons and emojis
(Thompson & Filik, 2016) and textisms (Tagliamonte & Denis, 2008), but the area of GIF
communication is relatively lacking (though for some examples, see Eppink, 2014; Bakhshi et
al., 2016; Tolins & Samermit, 2016; and Samermit, 2018). Previous studies on GIFs have
primarily addressed the purposes and benefits of GIF usage. The present study seeks to further

3
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clarify social expectations about GIF usage, focusing on how GIF usage relates to perceptions of
closeness between interlocutors. More generally, this research will shed light on how social
closeness, as measured by how well and how long people know each other, is indicated in
communication between people, whether in CMC or FTFC.
Hypotheses
The central research question for this study is as follows: What perceptions do
overhearers have of interlocutors when their computer-mediated conversations do and do not
contain GIF responses?1 This is a relevant question as many people will be able to use this
information to gain an understanding of the social nature of GIFs in their own CMC interactions.
Specifically, by examining such paralinguistic communication in CMC, the hope is to gain a
better understanding of whether CMC features, like GIFs, indicate social closeness. My
hypothesis is that messages with GIFs will generally be perceived as being used between people
with greater social closeness than messages without them.
Some other hypotheses that I have are that those with higher social media usage levels
will be more likely to perceive the GIF responders as especially socially close, perceiving
interlocutors to have known each other longer and better than text-only responders. I believe
there to be a correlation between high social media use and understanding of what is socially
acceptable within social media platforms. Similarly, I believe those with higher GIF usage will
perceive the interlocutors to have known each other longer and better than interlocutors using
text-only responses. These hypotheses are based on the presumption that GIF usage actually is
more frequently used between people who know each other better or have known each other
longer. As Burgoon and Newton (1991) found, partners in long-term relationships are better able

1

In this study, overhearers, from here on also being used interchangeably with the term overreaders, are those who
oversee a conversation taking place via CMC but are not the active participants of the dialog.
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to understand each other based on individualized communication systems that both are familiar
with. The researchers also found that those who are unacquainted with those in the relationship
have a harder time picking up on the signals between them because they would not be as familiar
with the partners’ specific methods of communication. Though there are some differences in how
interlocutors communicate with each other and how interlocutors interact over social media
platforms, this could relate to how those who are not in practice of using GIFs or social media
frequently may not be as aware of how those CMC features work socially. Participants with low
social media or GIF usage may be able to tell that there is some familiarity between
interlocutors, but they may be missing context on what certain GIFs mean, having a harder time
of perceiving just how well or long interlocutors have known each other. I also expect those with
higher text usage levels to be more likely to perceive GIF responders as especially socially close.
Given their higher usage rates and the fact that texting is a method commonly used to share
GIFs, they may understand the intricacies of incorporating GIFs into messages more than those
who do not. Similar to the infrequent social media users, participants who do not text as much
may not understand the context as well as those who do text frequently, potentially making them
less sensitive to GIFs indicating social closeness.
Again, these hypotheses about frequent social media, text, and GIF usage depend on the
idea that GIF usage correlates with social closeness between interlocutors in actual usage. There
is good reason to think that this is the case. People’s perceptions of GIF usage can be indicative
of what they think is appropriate in certain situations and depending on the audience. I believe
this will be the case because, according to Brown and Levinson’s (1987) theory on politeness,
there should be a distinction between levels of politeness between people who are socially close
and those who are socially distant, with generally lower levels of politeness between people who
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are socially close. As will be discussed in Chapter 2, I would expect GIF usage to be a negative
face-threatening act (FTA) given GIFs’ distracting and highly engaging nature, making GIF
usage impolite in a sense. So overhearers should perceive conversations containing GIF
responses to be between users who are more familiar with each other—and therefore more able
to dispense with certain forms of politeness—than those without GIFs.
Positive and negative politeness tie in to an aspect of (in)formality. The more informal
people are with one another, the more likely an overreader would think they were on familiar
terms rather than simply being acquaintances. GIFs can be considered an informal way of
“speaking” given their active nature. In FTFC, we may consider formal communication to be
more reserved, less engaging, and generally refined, being less emotive than we would be with
friends or people we know well (Guinda, 2019). People’s level of comfort in using these
methods may vary based on how close they are to their interlocutor and affect the level of
expressiveness they are willing to demonstrate. This could be because we are more expressive
and informal with people we know well because we feel licensed to be more stimulating and
resource-demanding and, therefore, more negative face-threatening with them. If there is a
relationship between closeness and the level of expressiveness, it will help others see that there is
a difference between when and how certain features should be used in conversations. This can
help individuals who are not as familiar with the etiquette of digital communication.
If overhearers do indeed have varying perceptions about the level of closeness between
interlocutors based on whether they use GIFs in their CMC, this study could further the
understanding of social interactions over computers to ease communication. There is the
logistical aspect, where people need to have good digital communication skills, and the
theoretical aspect, where a study of the paralinguistic feature of digital gestures (in this case,
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GIFs) can shed light on the perceptions people have of other digital users and possibly extend
beyond CMC.
The remainder of this work is as follows. In Chapter 2, I will review the literature that
currently exists on the topic of CMC and the various features associated with it. In Chapter 3, I
discuss the methodology of an experiment designed to address the hypotheses outlined above. In
Chapter 4, I will review the results from the experiment. In Chapter 5, I will discuss the results of
the study. In Chapter 6, I discuss the conclusions that can be drawn from the experiment. I also
discuss inferences of why certain results came out as they did and make recommendations for
further studies.
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Chapter 2: Background
In this chapter, I will review the background literature on CMC, going back to the start of
the practice itself. I will then go into the various graphicons, which are features in CMC that are
able to be added to or included in the text as a way of elevating the text beyond the words, that
are typically found in CMC and how they are used to familiarize the reader with the terminology
and common practices. Lastly, I will discuss politeness theory, expressives, and their relation to
GIFs.
History of CMC
In 1965, Ray Tomlinson, deemed the creator of email and the ubiquitous @, developed
the idea of sending messages from one electronic device to other users on separate devices
(Nightingale et al., 2008). Nearly two decades later, text messaging as a concept was created by
Friedhelm Hillebrand and Bernard Ghillebaert (Chatterjee et al., 2018), but it would be another
eight years before the first text was actually transmitted: a festive “Merry Christmas” (Sharan &
Ajeesh, 2012). A site called Six Degrees appeared in the 1990s, becoming one of the first
examples of a modern social media platform (Edosomwan et al., 2011). Once blogging appeared
two years later, the social media landscape expanded. Some of the earliest social media sites
were MySpace and LinkedIn. YouTube became available in 2005, and then by 2006, the public
was introduced to Facebook and Twitter.
Some of the first papers on computer-mediated communication (CMC) came out in the
early 1980s. Kiesler et al. (1984) discussed the social psychology of CMC in the workplace.
They addressed how the availability of a communication network could benefit workers and ease
the burden on higher ups. But despite the introduction of graphicons such as emojis and GIFs,
there was still a large gap between CMC and face-to-face communication (FTFC) when dealing
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with paralinguistic information, such as audible and visual cues. Kiesler et al. (1984) continued
that users tended to perceive their audience as the computer rather than another human being,
which caused them to depersonalize interactions and come across more assertive. Something that
has changed over time, which the researchers found to be lacking, is the now-prescribed etiquette
of digital communication, commonly referred to as “netiquette.” Where many people were still
learning how to use computers in the 1980s, we in the 21st century have more established
conventions for communicating digitally. There are now guides detailing best practices of
writing emails (Kozík & Slivová, 2014) and communicating over social networking sites (SNS;
Park et al., 2014).
Entering the 21st century, more researchers investigated the actual use of graphicons
“…such as emoticons, emoji, stickers, GIFs, images, and videos” (p. 2185) and their functions in
digital language (Herring & Dainas, 2017). Ip (2002) identified that the presence of certain
textisms can strengthen a message’s valence, Skovholt et al. (2014) documented graphicons’
ability to minimize face-threatening dialogs, and Tolins and Samermit (2016) studied the use of
GIFs as ways to demonstrate a texter’s emotions and feelings as either response displays or cospeech demonstrations. While more people are studying the features and benefits of CMC, more
research is still needed, especially when it comes to incorporating GIFs into digital
communication. One topic of research in this field is determining the pragmatic functions and
meanings of graphicons, such as conveying emotion.
Herring and Dainas (2017) did a study on the general topic of graphicons on Facebook.
Their study was an examination of the various graphicon types on Facebook and the pragmatic
functions they allow. They examined the usage of graphicons in comments in graphicon-focused
Facebook groups, such as “Cat GIFs” and “Sticker FB.” The authors identified six major
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categories of function for graphicon usage, which expanded on the research produced by Tolins
and Samermit (2016), where the main functions of GIFs were identified as being responses or
co-speech gestures.
The main functions Herring and Dainas (2017) found were “mention, reaction, tone
modification, riffing, action, and narrative sequence” (p. 2185). Mention usage is akin to deixis,
referring to something by acknowledging it. Reaction is a common category where the graphicon
is used rather than writing out an emotion, expressing feelings of joy, sadness, and anything in
between. Riffing graphicons expound on a previously stated comment or graphicon that poke fun
at the original poster because of what they posted. Commonly used with stickers, emojis, or
emoticons, tone modification graphicons assist in conveying tone and clue the reader in on how
the text should be read. Action graphicons display action in some manner. Examples include
GIFs where the user posts an animation that links to an action they wish to convey or using
emojis in place of words to say things like “I (heart emoji) you.” Though Herring and Dainas
(2017) did not examine GIFs, as they were not yet available to be included in comments on posts
or groups, the idea of using graphicons for reactions and displays of emotion is comparable to
GIF usage.
Graphicon Types
In this section I will discuss the various types of graphicons that are regularly used in
CMC.
Textisms
According to Plester et al. (2009), there are 12 different kinds of textisms. In essence,
textisms involve using the keys on a keyboard to change up the typed language. People use
textisms, such using initialisms like smh (shaking my head) to exemplify what is harder to
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convey through the typed word (Samermit, 2018). They can be added as fun ways to spice up a
text or be used linguistically to affect meaning. The other 11 textism categories noted by Plester
et al. (2009) include shortenings (i.e., shortening words by removing a portion of the end of the
word that are fairly standardized, such as bro for brother), contractions (e.g., taking out letters to
make txt from text), g-clippings, acronyms, accent stylization (e.g., wiv instead of with), other
clippings (similar to shortenings, but they have nonstandardized shortened forms, such as hav for
have), omitted apostrophes, symbols, letter/number homophones, misspellings (intentional and
unintentional; e.g., comming instead of coming), and non-conventional spellings (e.g., rite
instead of right).
Emojis and Emoticons
Hieroglyphs are typically associated with the Ancient Egyptians; images of eyes, owls,
and people decorated walls that told stories or recorded history. Seemingly coming full circle,
after dedicating centuries to teaching reading and writing with nonpictorial characters, humanity
has reincorporated pictographs and logographic script with a modern take: emoticons, emojis,
and GIFs. First, there were emoticons. As previously discussed, emoticons have occasionally
been considered a part of the classification of textisms (Drum, 2015). These emotion icons
(Thompson & Filik, 2016) are created by using punctuation, letters, and numbers readily
available on the keyboard, typed in a specific order so as to make faces that represent any
number of emotions or feelings. For example, ;) depicts a winking smiley face.
From there the emoji came nearly 20 years later, created in 1999 by Shigetaka Kurita as a
way for people to communicate through icons (Missirian, 2021). Emojis are the character-sized
images that can be inserted in digital conversations. Emojis and emoticons provide many
functions for the common texter, such as strengthening a message’s positive or negative tone
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(i.e., its valence; Ip, 2002), increasing enjoyment in a conversation (Huang et al., 2008), and
softening harsher dialogs that can be face-threatening (Skovholt et al., 2014). Their general usage
allows users to convey emotion, signal nonverbal cues, manage tone, indicate illocutionary force,
and act as punctuation at the end of sentences (Herring & Dainas, 2017).
Highly relevant to the current study is a recent paper on the role of kaomoji in managing
informality and formality between online users (Kaneyasu, 2021). Kaomoji are the Japanesestyle emoticons that depict a face in a horizontal manner as opposed to the vertical manner in
which emoticons are generally displayed, such as（‐＾▽＾‐）as compared to :). Kaneyasu
studied the inclusion of kaomoji in cooking post comments on a popular Japanese recipe website
to see how users and posters balanced informality and formality in CMC. Considering the formal
and informal speech styles in Japanese, Kaneyasu determined that the inclusion of kaomoji
helped recipe posters mediate the formality boundary with the recipe users. Given the perceived
position of power that the recipe posters had as authorities of the posts, the use of kaomoji in
comment replies allowed them to “embody the social presence of the writers on the screen and
increase the perception of intimate rapport with the readers” (Kaneyasu, 2021, p. 17). The social
closeness associated with kaomoji suggests that a similar link to closeness would hold for GIFs,
the main feature of this study. I will return to this point in the subchapter Politeness, Intimacy,
and Expressiveness.
Memes
Originating in 1976, the idea of memes was first proposed in “The Selfish Gene” as an
explanation for how ideas and concepts can be transmitted from brain to brain (Dawkins &
Davis, 2017). The idea of memes expanded to the internet, turning into static pictures and words
that expressed a common feeling or idea. These are more similar to GIFs (which will be
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discussed in the next section) than emojis, emoticons, and textisms due to the similarity of their
graphic format. Memes are images that can contain any type of visual content, either including
just a picture, just text, or both. Some common messages among memes are about politics
(BroadbandSearch, n.d.), internet culture, and experiences that people believe others can relate to
but have not discussed. Figure 1 provides an example.
Figure 1
Example of a Common Meme

Note. From BroadbandSearch (n.d.), (https://www.broadbandsearch.net/blog/most-popularinternet-memes-in-history).
GIFs
GIFs are more advanced because they are animated as compared to the static style of the
previously discussed graphicons. GIFs are silent, endlessly repeating loops of visual media from
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cartoons, movies, games, or specifically created animations (Eppink, 2014). They may just be an
animated loop, or they may contain accompanying text embedded in the GIF. Usage of GIFs can
vary because some will be sent with embedded text, some will be added to a message a texter or
poster has written, and some will be a reaction without any text at all. Bakhshi et al. (2016) noted
multiple findings on GIF usage: Users appreciated GIFs for their ability to convey nuance and
express concise versions of their verbal message; animated GIFs could have a positive
physiological effect that still images and emoticons do not provide; and GIFs were valued for
their silent, animated, and immediate functionality that more effectively convey emotions and
gestures than emoticons, emojis, or still images do. This range allowed for many instances of the
feature to be used.
The content of GIFs also varies because they can be created from virtually any media.
Text messaging and social media posts allow easier access to this feature than other forms of
CMC, only requiring the push of a few buttons and a search term for the kind of emotional
response or preferred text to be conveyed. Some of the earliest work on GIFs comes from the late
1990s, where research was done on how gay men communicated over internet chat rooms by
sharing GIFs of themselves to others (Shaw, 1997). It was a way for them to have a physical
presence online. But Samermit and her collaborators have done some of the most recent research
on the topic of GIFs, identifying the embodiment of reactions and emotions that the GIFs convey
(Tolins & Samermit, 2016; Samermit, 2018).
In their 2016 study, Tolins and Samermit examined the ways in which texters
demonstrated their intended reactions through GIFs, finding that GIFs were mainly used in one
of two ways: as response displays and as co-speech demonstrations. Response displays of GIFs
were instances when someone would use a GIF as their response to a text. Co-speech
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demonstrations were when a GIF was included with a text response. This allowed for the idea of
GIFs having distinct purposes and uses that might align with other paralinguistic choices like
gesture.
Particularly important to the present study is Samermit’s (2018) dissertation where she
discussed GIFs’ use in humor and irony. Samermit investigated the use of GIFs in text
conversations to see how overhearers would judge jokes. Participants were asked to watch a text
conversation play out between two interlocutors. A neutral message came from the first
interlocutor asking if the second interlocutor wanted to hear a joke. The first interlocutor then
sent the joke, and the second interlocutor responded in one of the following ways: a positive GIF
response, a negative GIF response, a positive text response, a negative text response, or no
response. Participants then rated the conversations according to how funny they themselves
found the joke and how ironic the response to the joke was. Samermit considered two
hypotheses: the passive observer hypothesis and the active negotiator hypothesis. The passive
observer hypothesis predicted that participants would assume the valence of a GIF’s emotional
response to a post without participating in second-order reasoning. For example, if participants
saw a response where someone laughed at the joke, they would assume the joke was funny. Or if
someone used a GIF that indicated annoyance, like an eye roll, participants would assume the
interlocutor was annoyed. The active negotiator hypothesis predicted differing valences of
emotional responses given the implicit metarepresentational reasoning. If participants
demonstrated activity that supported the active negotiator hypothesis, it would show that GIFs
were being used as a type of backchannel to gauge the tone of a conversation with
metarepresentational meaning. This means that the participants would recognize the action seen
in the GIF but realize that the emotion or action being conveyed would not actually be used if the
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texter were really feeling that way. Samermit found more evidence for the active negotiator
hypothesis, showing that participants engaged with the GIFs to deduce the ironic, sarcastic, and
hyperbolic meaning behind their inclusion. Samermit found that there was an effect of valency
that interacted with participants’ perceptions of the responses, leading them to find responses
with higher valency more humorous. Thinking in terms of the present study, this suggests that
overreaders try to determine the meaning behind GIF usage. At the same time, Samermit’s study
leaves open many questions about patterns in GIF usage and how GIFs are interpreted. She
described how a close relationship may play a role in laughter (Samermit, 2018) but did not
discuss the topic of how GIF usage relates to closeness between interlocutors, which is the core
issue under investigation in my thesis. As previously mentioned, my hypothesis is that when
interlocutors include a GIF in their response, they will be perceived as being more socially close
than those using written language only. I now turn to a discussion of reasoning behind this
hypothesis, which is grounded in research previously done on politeness, intimacy, and
expressiveness.
Politeness, Intimacy, and Expressiveness
Brown and Levinson’s 1987 book on politeness defines the concept of face as follows:
The public self-image that every member wants to claim for himself, consisting in two
related aspects: (a) negative face: the basic claim to territories, personal preserves, rights
to non-distraction—i.e., to freedom of action and freedom from imposition (b) positive
face: the positive consistent self-image or ‘personality’ (crucially including the desire that
this self-image be appreciated and approved of) claimed by interactants. (p. 311)
When talking to others, we often watch our words and weigh what we say as an attempt
to minimize face-threatening acts (FTAs). Some examples of FTAs toward people’s negative
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face can be requests, orders, and threats (Brown & Levinson, 1987). Some ways of being
mindful of others’ negative face is by adding modals and saying “please” and “thank you.” This
shows we do not want to impose on others and that we are trying to be mindful of their time and
actions. It can appear odd or too formal when doing this with people who are close to us because
the levels of politeness can vary based on how close interlocutors are with each other (Brown &
Levinson, 1987). When it comes to acquaintances as opposed to intimates, we err on the side of
respecting their space, being more polite since our social standing with them is less certain.
Interacting with total strangers can differ. We might be more aware of preserving their negative
face since we do not know them, or we may be less likely to do so since we are unlikely to
interact with them in the future. GIFs in CMC can be used between anyone, friends or strangers,
which is why it should be interesting to see if there is any consistency with which participants
judge GIF usage with social closeness between interlocutors.
Threatening others’ negative face means entering their personal space, asking something
of them, or getting in their business, so to speak. By being more expressive, an interlocutor
enters another’s personal space or potentially violating what Brown and Levinson (1987, p. 311)
call their “rights to non-distraction,” making an intrusion that would not normally be expected or
suitable in other contexts. Between friends, our content is more likely to be personal because
people are socially close, and we may feel we do not need to worry as much about being
imposing. In addition, if content between friends was more formal and detached, we might not
feel a sense of connection with each other or be socially close: GIFs may help foster a sense of
connection. As Skovholt et al. (2014) found, even the inclusion of emojis or emoticons can
soften harsher dialogs that may be considered positive face-threatening. Reeves and Nass (1996;
as cited in Bakhski et al., 2016) found that moving images (like GIFs) have a stronger effect
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because they are more emotive and physiologicaly appealing. At the same time, GIFs are
expressive and more visually demanding than plain text; in this way, they can also pose a
negative face threat to interlocutors by giving too much emotion and stimulus to process when
compared with other graphicons.
Relatedly, there is another potential link between GIF usage and social closeness.
Arguably, certain GIFs may express something that could make the user feel vulnerable, such as
feelings of sadness. If we are more likely to display vulnerability to those closest to us, perhaps
because of a sense of trust, then the use of such GIFs might also suggest closeness between
interlocutors not because of the potential imposition on the addressee, but because of the
vulnerability of the user.
Kaneyasu (2021) discussed multiple connections between paralinguistic behavior and
social closeness. In Kaneyasu’s own study, posters who used kaomoji engaged in nonverbal
behaviors linked to intimate interactions. Kaneyasu also noted that, in a related study on doing
deference in Korean dramas, characters in the show gestured more with the characters that they
were more socially intimate with (Brown & Winter, 2019). Interlocutors in intimate relationships
gestured twice as frequently as those in a superior/inferior conversation. And especially
noticeable in honorific settings, characters lessened their level of activity and became more
restrained in their movement. This suggests that gesture and expressiveness is more prevalent in
socially close relationships; in the digital world, GIFs are more animated and akin to gestures, so
they may also be used more frequently in socially close relationships. Mehrabian (1971; as cited
in Brown & Winter, 2019) examined the dynamics of social superiority/inferiority and social
equality, where a relationship with a difference in status would have one person display power
physically with behaviors related to strength, such as having a large posture or presence. Or the
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person with higher status would have more freedom with their reaction reciprocation, such as not
having to respond to a smile with a smile. A socially equal relationship would have both
interlocutors display behaviors that create intimacy, such as smiling or being more expressive.
Andersen et al. (2006) similarly noted that the increased presence of nonverbal behavior
(e.g., eye contact or smiling) activates an emotional change in interlocutors that creates a sense
of intimacy between the people involved. These are positive involvement behaviors, including
proxemics (i.e., physical closeness to the interlocutor), haptics (i.e., physical touch), kinesics
(i.e., gestures and facial expressions), vocalics (i.e., volume or speed of talking), and chronemics
(i.e., time spent with one’s interlocutor). Kinesics, particularly, might express intimacy with
one’s interlocutor via facial pleasantness and eye contact, as well as gestures that demonstrate
closeness or fondness. Eye contact is especially crucial for cultivating an essence of closeness
between people in FTFC settings as “the face is considered the primary and most trusted source
of emotional information.[…] Therefore, the face carries the important messages of positive
affect that help create intimate interaction” (Andersen et al., 2006, p. 8). On a related note,
Burgoon and Newton (1991) found that the kinesic features of facial and gestural animation
helped in determining the level of relational intimacy between interlocutors. This was found in
their experiment when they had observers watch a conversation between an interviewer and an
interviewee (one of whom was told to either increase or decrease their involvement within the
conversation), and observers coded the high-involvement interlocutors as more intimate with
their conversational partner than those who demonstrated low involvement. This is similar to the
purpose of this thesis in identifying if GIFs (like facial and gestural animation) increase the
likelihood of perceived social closeness.
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Kaomoji are like a digital version of kinesics that can portray affection and warmth.
Something that is prominent in intimate relationships in FTFC is eye gaze. This gets translated
over in kaomoji, emojis, and even GIFs when there is a digital addition of a face, demonstrating
that interlocutors are exemplifying a more intimate relationship. In the Japanese recipe study,
while the poster and user likely did not know each other, and the original poster had a higher
level of superiority in the conversation as the informed author of the content, their use of kaomoji
in replies indicated their attempt to shift the power balance into an equilibrium rather than a
superior/inferior relationship.
The inclusion of the semiotic feature in recipe posters’ responses had a major influence
on perceived social presence (Yamada & Akahori, 2007), which is a “degree of salience of the
other person in the interaction and the consequent salience of the interpersonal relationships”
(Short et al., 1976; as cited in Kaneyasu, 2021, p. 12). This means that when users included the
face-like feature, there was a higher perceived relation between the two users due to either of the
factors of immediacy or intimacy or both (Short et al., 1976). Immediacy, in this context, refers
to behaviors that might signal involvement or positive affect, such as gaze or smiling. In
connection to Brown and Levinson’s (1987) theory on politeness, kaomoji users could be thought
of as engaging in negative face-threatening acts by displaying a side of themselves that would be
considered more spontaneous and expressive and increasing their social presence, possibly
causing distraction from the inherent meaning of the text and imposing the interlocutor with
more information and personal stimuli. And if the addition of kaomoji could create an increased
perception of social presence between users, it would not be hard to believe that GIFs could
emphasize that relationship even more.
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GIFs as Expressives
When using GIFs, they may be classified as expressives, which are typically words or
phrases that have an encoded semantic meaning related to emotions or attitudes and that have
properties that distinguish them from descriptive language (Potts, 2007). While GIFs are not a
spoken form of communication and may include text, their main function is to express an idea or
emotion that is conveyed through imagery. Like linguistic expressives, the imagery adds to the
main semantic content of the text. Potts (2007) identified six characteristics he attributed to
expressives: independence, nondisplaceability, perspective dependence, descriptive ineffability,
immediacy, and repeatability. With the possible exception of repeatability, these characteristics
generally apply to GIFs. It is worth noting that in the case of a GIF containing embedded text
(see Figure 2), the text itself may behave like descriptive content. The remaining discussion of
GIFs as expressives is focused on the animated image aspect of GIFs.
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Figure 2
GIF With Embedded Text

Note. From Thats Awesome Kid GIF [GIF], by Simco Ltd., FremantleMedia North America,
Inc., & JervonaLivinmylyfelikenooneelse, 2018, (https://tenor.com/view/thats-awesome-kidamericas-got-talent-agt-happy-gif-11362356). GIF is of a young girl from America’s Got Talent
excitedly reacting, squeezing her hands and bringing them close to her face with a caption at the
bottom saying, “That’s awesome!” Figures including GIFs will have a written description, a
hyperlink, and a QR code. Scan the QR code with a phone camera or click the link to see the GIF
as it would appear in action.
Similar to expressives, GIFs have independence: the meaning they contribute is
independent from any descriptive content that the message contains. Without the expressive
flavor of a GIF, a post or message’s descriptive content, if any, remains the same. For instance,
one could send a text that says, “Are you going to the movies?” with or without a GIF—the
descriptive content would remain the same. But if the texter included a GIF of someone raising
their eyebrows and/or smiling, it would show more expressive content that the interlocutor really
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wants the person to go to the movies. The nondisplaceable characteristic means an expressive is
only able to be applied to a current statement or situation. The statement can apply to something
that happened in a different time or place, but the expressive element applies only to the time of
utterance. For example, if one were to say, “My freaking cat got out again yesterday,” the
frustration of “freaking” is being felt at the time of utterance, not necessarily when the cat got
out. The same holds for GIFs. If one were to text, “My cat got out again yesterday,” along with a
GIF of someone shaking their head in apparent frustration, it would be understood that the
speaker is showing frustration at the time of the text, whether or not the speaker was also
frustrated at the time of the escape. On a related note, though GIFs could be inserted into text
sentences like nondisplaceable expressives, they are more commonly used on their own or in
conjunction before or after a text.
Perspective dependence applies to expressives in that expressives are always from a
particular person’s perspective. Though it is possible for GIFs to be used to demonstrate another
person’s perspective, they generally exhibit the attitude of the GIF sender. Descriptive
ineffability may be difficult to compare between spoken and visual language, but the notion
seems to apply here, too. The idea is that something is lost when one tries to replace the
expressive with descriptive terms. Intuitively, it does seem that no words can perfectly
paraphrase what is conveyed by a given GIF. There is also immediacy, referring to a GIF’s or
expressive’s ability to be conveyed just by performing it: What is expressed by the animated
aspect of a GIF often cannot be denied in the same way as a regular statement can. For instance,
it would be strange for someone to respond to a GIF that appears to suggest that the GIF user is
annoyed (for instance, an image of someone rolling their eyes) by saying, “No you’re not
[annoyed],” (where “annoyed” is implied) and even stranger to say, “That’s not true [you’re not
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annoyed].” Finally, there is repeatability, the strengthening of a message by using an expressive
repeatedly rather than it sounding repetitive. There are not many instances of when this would
occur with GIFs. One way this could be used would be if someone texted something
disappointing, their interlocutor texted a GIF that showed someone being frustrated, the first
texter then added more text that would be similarly or more disappointing than the first text, and
the interlocutor said, “Like I said,” and includes the same GIF of someone being frustrated
(demonstrated in Figure 3). Repeatability would be better exemplified by emojis. Users often
repeat a laughing, smiling, or crying emoji to emphasize a stronger emotion.
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Figure 3
Possible Example of Repeatability Through GIFs

Note. From Slide Tina Belcher GIF [GIF], by Twentieth Century Fox Film Corporation &
m4ddies, 2018, (https://tenor.com/view/slide-tina-belcher-bobs-burgers-gif-12225986). A GIF
from Bob’s Burgers, the character in blue starts out sitting on the stool and then slides off while
uttering, “Ugh.”
This background on computer-mediated communication gives us an idea of the kinds of
studies and research that have already been done, and it gives a basis for the hypothesis that GIFs
will generally be perceived as being used between people with greater social closeness. The
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remainder of this work covers an experiment designed to test the hypothesis regarding GIF usage
and perceptions of closeness. The next chapter details the methods for the experiment.
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Chapter 3: Methods
The purpose of this study was to explore the relationship between GIF usage in CMC and
perceptions of social closeness based on how well and how long interlocutors seemed to have
known each other. The study also facilitated an examination of whether the relationship between
GIF usage and perceptions of closeness was impacted by certain characteristics of the
participants, like education level, gender, and social media usage.
After receiving IRB approval for conducting a survey with human subjects (Appendix
A), participants were recruited in two ways: Some were from Eastern Michigan University via
the Email Survey Distribution section of the Human Subjects Review Committee, where eligible
participants received the email to take the survey. The email informed participants that the study
involved computer-mediated communication, and, should they be interested, they could access
the study from the recruitment email. Other participants were recruited from various social media
platforms with the age requirement of 18–29, inclusive. I posted a link to the survey with similar
information regarding the scope of the study and who was eligible to take the survey. At the
beginning of the survey, participants received detailed instructions on how the survey would
work. Participants consented electronically at the beginning of the survey by clicking “true”
when they saw, “By clicking true, you consent to participate in this study and certify that you are
18 years of age or older.” This was presented before participants encountered any questions
pertaining to the survey. Participants were made aware of their ability to stop at any time should
they like, and they were informed that there would be no compensation for participating in the
study. After consenting, participants continued with the survey. Study data were collected and
managed using Research Electronic Data Capture (REDCap) electronic data capture tools (Harris
et al., 2019) hosted at Eastern Michigan University.
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Participants may have had any level of experience with text communication, social
media, and GIFs. They knew the general focus of the study; that they were to be examining the
social relationship between the interlocutors in computer-mediated conversations. They were not
told where these conversations appeared (e.g., Facebook posts, text messages). Participants were
presented with one of two versions of the survey based on the month they were born so as to
allow for pseudo-randomization (the full survey can be seen in Appendix B). The two versions of
the survey varied in the order in which they presented two-part dialogs with and without GIFs as
responses. Responses were either a text response (designated as No GIF) or a GIF response
(designated as GIF; see Figures 4 and 5). Version 1, with 41 completed responses, appeared as
GIF, GIF, No GIF, GIF, No GIF, No GIF to participants of birth months January through June.
Version 2, with 65 completed responses, appeared as No GIF, No GIF, GIF, No GIF, GIF, GIF
to participants of birth months July through December. The stimuli were identical for both
versions except that, for each item, where one version contained a text response, the other
contained a GIF response with the same text embedded in the GIF itself, and vice versa. This
limited any potential order bias for the test items. The survey was designed to take no more than
10 minutes to complete.
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Figure 4
Stimulus 3 From Version 1

Note. From Thats Awesome Kid GIF [GIF], by Simco Ltd., FremantleMedia North America,
Inc., & JervonaLivinmylyfelikenooneelse, 2018, (https://tenor.com/view/thats-awesome-kidamericas-got-talent-agt-happy-gif-11362356). GIF is of a young girl from America’s Got Talent
excitedly reacting, squeezing her hands and bringing them close to her face with a caption at the
bottom saying, “That’s awesome!” (QR code did not appear in stimulus).
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Figure 5
Stimulus 3 From Version 2

For each dialog they were shown, participants were asked to score the conversations on
two questions: “How well do person 1 and person 2 know each other?” and “How long have
person 1 and person 2 known each other?” They judged these on a Likert scale of 1–7, 1 being
the lowest score and 7 being the highest. The rating was done for each of the six dialogs.
The CMC platform was not specified to avoid creating bias for the participants in
thinking that users already knew each other very well, as might be the case if the exchanges were
assumed to take place via social media. Participants may suspect the conversations to have come
from social media, emails, texts, or any other CMC platform, but that would also be based on
their guesses about the exchanges. Facebook posts would likely have more GIF usage than
emails, but GIFs can occur in either and be used between people who have varying levels of
familiarity, ranging from friends to relative strangers. While texting is another common source of
GIF usage between interlocutors, dialogs over text message might be between people who are
relatively close since texting requires knowing one another’s phone number.
After the six dialogs, participants answered some demographic questions. They were
asked about their gender with the options male, female, not listed, and prefer not to reply. Levels
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of education were listed as high school graduate, some college, two-year degree, four-year
degree, and more than four-year degree. Participants were also asked to self-report their own
frequency of using GIFs, text messaging, and social media in general, ranked on a 5-point scale
from none at all to a great deal. In a choose-all-that-apply question, they were also asked to
select which of the listed social media platforms they frequently used, with the options of
Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, Snapchat, Reddit, others, and none. By design, the demographic
information collected was not sufficient for unique identification of participants.
A total of 132 people participated in the study. Due to incompleteness, 26 responses were
removed, leaving a dataset of 106 responses. All the participants were ages 18–29, inclusive.
Twenty-six percent of the participants identified as male, and 64% identified as female. The
other 10% did not have their gender listed or chose not to respond. For education level, 1% were
high school graduates, 47% had some college experience, 8% had a two-year degree, 23% had a
four-year degree, and 21% had more than a four-year degree.
I modeled my data with mixed-effects models to determine whether “well” and “long”
scores were affected by response type, participant traits, and/or the interaction between them.
The traits I analyzed included age, gender, level of education, social media usage, text usage, and
GIF usage. The random effects were a random intercept for participant, experiment version, and
item number. Additional details on the models can be found in Chapter 4.
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Chapter 4: Results
Figure 6 shows histogram comparisons of participants’ perceptions of how well
interlocutors knew each other (Charts A and B) and how long interlocutors had known each
other (Charts C and D) across all participants and test items. As shown, the GIF stimuli (Charts
A and C) shifted the data further to the right as compared to the text stimuli (Charts B and D) in
both cases. This shows that, in general, when participants viewed an exchange with a GIF
response, they scored those interlocutors as having known each other better and longer than
those with a text-only response, as predicted. For the remainder of this study, I will refer to the
ratings as “well” scores and “long” scores for how well participants perceived the interlocutors to
have known each other and how long the participants perceived the interlocutors to have known
each other, respectively.
Figure 6
Histogram Distributions of “Well” and “Long” Scores for Text and GIF Responses

Note. These histograms show the distributions of all the “well” scores for the GIF responses
(Chart A), the “well” scores for the text responses (Chart B), the “long” scores for the GIF
responses (Chart C), and the “long” scores for the text responses (Chart D).
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Part of the goal of the study was to examine not only whether response type affected
participants’ perceptions of social closeness, but also whether other demographic factors would
have an impact. For instance, do frequent GIF users tend toward a certain pattern of scoring more
than lower GIF users, and do frequent and infrequent GIF users interpret GIF and text responses
differently from each other?
To address such questions, I pursued mixed-effects linear models for both “well” scores
and “long” scores, with (a) response type; (b) the social variables of text usage, GIF usage, social
media usage, gender, age, and level of education; and (c) interactions between (a) and (b) as
potential fixed effects. Participant, item number, and experiment version were recognized as
potential sources of variation, but their potential effects—for example, whether one saw a GIF
stimulus first or a text stimulus first—were not of direct interest, and they were included in the
models as random effects (intercepts). I tested various models to see which gave best coverage of
the data without being outperformed in an ANOVA test by a more complex model. Models were
run using the lme4 package (v1. 1-27; Bates et al., 2015).
First, I present the simple models in Tables 1 and 2, with response type as the only
predictor variable, which reinforce the findings from the histograms. Table 1 indicates a
statistically significant effect of response type on how well participants thought the interlocutors
knew each other (p < .001), with GIFs corresponding to higher “well” scores when compared
with text responses.
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Table 1
Fixed Effects Model of “Well” Scores

Note. res_typetext covers cases where the response type was text rather than a GIF.

Similarly, the model in Table 2 reinforces the findings from the histograms for how long
participants perceived the interlocutors to have known each other, showing that there is a
statistically significant effect of response type (p < .001).
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Table 2
Fixed Effects Model of “Long” Scores

Note. res_typetext covers cases where the response type was text rather than a GIF.

Turning to the social variables, I tested gender as a non-scalar variable and age, education
level, GIF usage, social media usage, and text usage as both binary (“high” or “low”) and
continuous variables. Because all but 10 people indicated their gender, where eight participants
chose Not listed and two chose Prefer not to say, I restricted the models with gender to male and
female, but for the rest of the models, all participants were included regardless of gender. Each
one of the remaining social variables was scalar, and I ran the tests that included the variables as
numerical variables and separate tests that included them as binary variables with “high” as
above average in the sample on the relevant scale in the sample and “low” as below average. I
tested the models for both “well” and “long” because they may not mean the same thing.
Including social factors complicates the basic picture shown in the histogram. What I
found was that, for “well,” the model not outperformed by a more complex one was the one that
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included response type, how frequently participants used social media, and the interaction
between those two as predictors (see Table 3). It did not matter just what kind of response type
and how frequently social media was used, but also those two aspects in combination. I found
that GIF responses generally led people to perceive higher “well” scores. But that difference was
small for infrequent social media users and much larger for frequent social media users, as
shown in Figure 7.
Table 3
Fixed Effects Model of “Well” Scores as Affected by Response Type and Social Media Usage

Note. Social media usage is represented by sm, and res_typetext covers cases where the response
type was text rather than a GIF.
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Figure 7
Social Media Usage Frequency and Response Type as an Effect on “Well” Scores

As Figure 7 shows, the lines are not perfectly straight, but the GIFs are always above the
text, and the GIF line trends toward a higher “well” scoring when participants reported more
frequent social media usage. There is a significant interaction between the kind of response
participants observed and how much they use social media. In general, GIFs led people to think
the interlocutors knew each other well. When compared to text responses, this effect was
amplified for frequent social media users.
The next model is a bit more complex. Table 4 is similar to the previous model in which
we see that using GIFs makes it seem like interlocutors have known the person longer than when
using texts, and this effect is stronger for frequent social media users than infrequent users. In
this model, however, the interaction between response type and GIF usage (as a binary variable
of “high” or “low”) is included, too. Here, we notice a significant interaction with GIF usage (on
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a “high”/“low” scale) and response type so that, for frequent GIF users, that effect that we
discussed previously is even bigger still.
Table 4
Fixed Effects Model of “Long” Scores as Affected by Response Type, Social Media Usage, and
GIF Usage

Note. Social media usage is represented by sm, and res_typetext covers cases where the response
type was text rather than a GIF. gif_grplow corresponds to cases involving participants with low
GIF usage in the sample.
Figure 8 shows the pattern of responses among GIF users whose frequency of usage is
below the average for the sample and above the average for the sample.
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Figure 8
Average Perception of “Long” Scores Based on the Variables of Response Type, Social Media
Usage Frequency, and GIF Usage Frequency

As before, GIFs tend to get higher “long” scores than texts do for both groups, and as
participants increase in social media usage, that gap becomes wider. But for frequent GIF users,
the difference is greater than for infrequent GIF users on average. This can be seen in the gaps
comparing stimulus type. The dashed lines correspond to low GIF users: the red dashed line
tends to stay above the blue dashed line, and the gap gets larger as social media usage increases.
The same happens for the green and purple lines, which correspond to frequent GIF users: The
values start out similar, frequent GIF users score higher as social media usage increases, and the
gap grows even wider than it does for low GIF users. This shows that frequent GIF users are
even more sensitive to the GIF/text distinction than infrequent GIF users are, supporting my
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hypothesis that frequent GIF users would be more sensitive to the distinction, if only for the
“long” scores.
Only one social factor other than GIF and social media usage had any statistically
significant effect on perceptions of closeness, either as a main effect or in interaction with the
response type. There was a significant interaction between gender and response type for “long”
scores (p < 0.05), where, unlike for participants who selected “male” or “female” in response to
the gender question, those who selected “not listed” showed no significant difference in their
“long” scores for GIF versus text responses. However, when this interaction is included in the
model reported above for “long” scores, the significant interactions between response type and
social media usage and between response type and GIF usage remain statistically significant, but
the interaction between response type and gender is no longer significant (p > 0.05). Also, the
model that includes this interaction does not significantly outperform the simpler one that
excludes gender as a factor (the full model with gender, GIF, and social media usage can be
found in Appendix C). In addition, it is worth noting that we know virtually nothing about the
gender identities of the eight participants who selected “not listed” except that they do not
identify as “male” or “female.” With all of that in mind, it would not be prudent to make much of
the gender pattern at this stage, though future research on this matter could reveal robust and
interesting patterns related to gender category, GIFs, and perceptions of closeness.
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Chapter 5: Discussion
Main Results
The data show that there is a correlation between CMC response types (i.e., GIF or text)
and people’s perceptions of how well interlocutors know and for how long interlocutors have
known each other. When users responded to CMC with a GIF, participants were more likely to
perceive the users as having known each other for a longer length of time and as knowing each
other better than users responding with plain text.
Certain characteristics influenced the perceptions of social closeness more than others.
The only social factors that showed clear and statistically significant effects on perceptions of
closeness were social media usage and GIF usage.
Concerning social media usage, when participants reported a high frequency of social
media usage, they were more likely to have substantially higher “well” and “long” scores for GIF
responses than text responses as compared to people who reported a lower frequency of social
media usage. The people who reported a lower frequency of social media usage had minimal
differences in “well” and “long” scores between GIF and text responses. This suggests that the
frequent social media users were more sensitive to this distinction in response type than the
infrequent users. While social media can be platforms for friends or strangers, people who
frequent social media may have more data to work with on how posters use CMC features to
demonstrate closeness with others. Of course, this analysis relies on there being an actual
correlation between GIF usage and closeness between interlocutors in the real world, with the
idea being that frequent social media users have had more opportunities to observe and register
that correlation. So, while anyone who comes across a digital conversation with a GIF response
may figure the interlocutors to be closer, those who use social media would be more likely to
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understand the implicit conventions of using a GIF as compared to something else, like an emoji,
and be more likely to perceive them as being socially close because they have had more time
using the related conventions.
Another characteristic that had a significant impact on the participants’ perceptions was
their GIF usage frequency. When participants reported a higher frequency of GIF usage, they
were more likely to rate a higher score of “long” when respondents answered with a GIF than
participants who self-reported a lower frequency of GIF usage. Similar to the result for social
media usage, a possible explanation here may be that those who more frequently use GIFs likely
have more experience in understanding the nuances of when and how to use GIFs. As previously
mentioned, this analysis depends on it being the case that GIFs are indeed used more by people
that are close to each other. If there really is such a correlation, then frequent GIF users would be
more aware of this connection than those who do not use GIFs as frequently.
It is unclear as to why the GIF usage showed a significant interaction with response type
for “long” scores but not “well” scores. It is worth noting that the interaction between GIF usage
and response type trended in the same direction for “well” scores as for “long” scores, with less
frequent GIF users showing less sensitivity to response type; the trend simply was not
statistically significant for “well” scores. This divide between “well” and “long” scores may be
studied for future research.
Item-Specific Effects
It was not part of the original goal of this experiment to determine if certain kinds of
GIFs or texts would have bigger or smaller impacts on closeness perceptions. However, there
were some interesting results from the data. For instance, 5 of the 12 “well” and “long” scores
did not show a statistically significant difference between the GIF and text responses when
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analyzed on their own. One commonality among four out of the five of those that were not
statistically significant was that the stimuli had a proper name in the initial text, such as in
Stimuli 2 and 4 (see Figure 9). This suggests the interlocutors know the person in question, and it
is implied that both people know the named person, creating a sense of the interlocutors having
known each other for at least some length of time to have a mutual referent (though see the
discussion below about the relatively low “long” scores for Stimulus 4).
Figure 9
Stimulus 2 and Stimulus 4 Initial and Response Dialogs for the Test Response Version

Stimulus 2 of the survey, where the dialog was “Did you talk to Matt yet” and “Yup,”
resulted in a statistically insignificant difference between the text and GIF responses for both
“well” and “long.” This might be explained by “Yup” already signaling informality, so a GIF
response may add little to no social closeness value (see Figure 10). In terms of positive
confirmations, other options may be used in more formal settings: “Yes sir/ma’am,” “Yes,” “I
did,” etc. Then there are choices that would be considered more informal: “Uh huh,” “Yeah,” etc.
Therefore, “Yup” might be categorized in the more informal category, leaving participants to
perceive similar values for “well” and “long” even with the use of plain text. This is seen in the
“well” and “long” values for text responses for this stimulus having an average of 5.1 and 4.4,
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respectively, compared with average “well” and “long” values for text responses across all
stimuli of 4.0 and 3.7, respectively. So, clearly this dialog led to elevated “well” and “long”
scores for text responses.
Figure 10
Stimulus 2 GIF Response

Note. From Yup Pam GIF [GIF], by Peacock TV LLC & michal1013, 2018,
(https://tenor.com/view/yup-pam-the-office-gif-11431534). GIF is of an actor from The Office
nodding her head emphatically and saying, “Yup.”
The boxplots from Figure 11 show that the distributions are close for the length of time
participants judged the interlocutors to have known each other for Stimulus 4. What is also
interesting is that the mean “long” scores for both response types (4.0 for GIF and 3.5 for text)
are lower than the respective “long” scores overall in the study (4.6 for GIF and 3.7 for text).
This suggests participants judged the interlocutors to have known each other for not as long
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relative to the judgments overall in the survey regardless of whether the response was a GIF or a
text.
Figure 11
Boxplot Comparing “Long” Values for Stimulus 4 of GIF (long4) vs. Text (longt4) Response

Note. Mean “long” score for GIF was 4.0 and mean “long” score for text was 3.5.

Certain stimuli did show statistically significant differences between text and GIF
responses on their own. Stimulus 3, where the dialog was “I think I could stay that long” and
“That’s awesome,” and Stimulus 5 (see Figure 12), where the dialog was “Are you ready for
tomorrow?” and “Uh no,” had the largest gaps between means for the GIF and text “well” and
“long” scores with a difference of between 1.5-2.0 points on the Likert scale. For Stimulus 3, the
mean “well” scores were 5.1 for GIF responses and 3.1 for text responses; the mean “long”
scores were 4.5 for GIF responses and 2.7 for text responses. For Stimulus 5, the mean “well”
scores were 5.7 for GIF responses and 4.0 for text responses; the mean “long” scores were 5.3
for GIF responses and 3.7 for text responses. This means that GIF inclusion made the
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participants perceive the interlocutors as being more socially close than in dialogs without a GIF
response. These results support the findings from Kaneyasu (2021), Brown and Winter (2019),
and Andersen et al. (2006) that inclusion of nonverbal behavior may indicate social closeness. At
this point, it is unclear why these two stimuli had such a significant difference, but it is
something that could be investigated in future studies.
Figure 12
Stimulus 5 GIF Response

Note. From Uh Nope GIF [GIF], by Bravo Media LLC, 2016, (https://tenor.com/view/nope-noreal-housewives-orange-county-gif-6201571). GIF is of an actor from The Real Housewives of
Orange County blinking dramatically and saying, “Uh... no.”
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Chapter 6: Conclusion
In conclusion, I found that overreaders perceived interlocutors to have known each other
longer and better when one of them responded with a GIF than when responding with text only. I
link this difference to GIFs being more expressive and stimulating than plain text, thus making
them more negative face-threatening. Including GIFs could make users seem more vulnerable
and therefore seem more fitting for people who are close than those who are not. I also found
that social media users were more sensitive to this distinction on both the “long” and “well”
scales than less frequent users; that is, the difference in their “well” and “long” scores for GIFversus-text responses were greater than the corresponding difference for less frequent social
media users. Similarly, frequent GIF users were more sensitive to the GIF-versus-text distinction
on the “long” scale than less frequent GIF users. This greater sensitivity may have been due to
participants’ familiarity with the conventions of social media and GIF usage, leading them to
consider GIF responders as attempting to demonstrate more social closeness than text-only
responders.
This study provides some evidence that GIFs operate in at least some ways like gesture.
GIF usage, like gesture, appears to demonstrate social closeness. By including GIFs in digital
conversations, interlocutors may therefore be able to demonstrate more social closeness to
people they know well or have known for a long time.
Something that I did not control for in the experiment was to have a third response type
of a still image with the same text that appeared in the text and GIF. By adding the response type
of a still image, I would be able to see if the added motion of the GIF increases the perception of
the interlocutors as being socially close as compared to a still image of possibly the same GIF
with the text included. Bakhshi et al. (2016) found evidence for higher engagement of GIFs
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when compared to other popular graphicons like still images, text, and videos. This might be
expected of the still images and text, but finding GIFs more engaging than videos may seem
counterintuitive. However, when considered in the context of a conversation, a video is generally
something being shared rather than being said. A person who shares a video is not necessarily
trying to communicate their current thoughts or feelings like someone texting or sending a GIF.
For future studies, it may also be fruitful to explore the placement and number of GIFs
included in a response. In this study, when GIFs were present, they were the only response.
However, GIFs can co-occur with text, coming before or after. While it may be miniscule, there
could be a distinction between how people perceive the placement of the GIF in a response. A
GIF response that occurs before a text might establish the emotion or context that the sender
wishes the recipient to apply to the text. If the GIF occurs after a message, the text can be open to
interpretation until the GIF is received. Additionally, further studies could also examine the
repeatability of GIFs or the inclusion of multiple GIFs, as previously mentioned for Figure 3.
Stacking on multiple GIFs may create a layered effect of gestures, or it may muddle the message
someone is trying to convey. For this study, I could have also asked the participants to answer
where or how they perceived the conversations took place. This may have given more insight
into what participants believed about how the interactions were executed. For example, if
participants guessed which platforms were used, it may have provided further insights on
perceptions of closeness.
In the digital world, users are getting creative with ways to portray themselves and their
relationship to others through their CMC. GIF usage and social closeness are an important aspect
of these dynamics. By understanding the best practices of electronic paralinguistic features, we
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can hope to better communicate in a digital age and form closer social bonds even when we are
physically distant.
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Appendix A: Letter Approving Use of Human Subjects
10/17/21, 9:18 PM

Eastern Michigan University Mail - UHSRC-FY20-21-167 - Initial: Initial - Exempt

Alexa Druckmiller <adruckmi@emich.edu>

UHSRC-FY20-21-167 - Initial: Initial - Exempt
do-not-reply@cayuse.com <do-not-reply@cayuse.com>
To: adruckmi@emich.edu, eacton1@emich.edu

Wed,

May 12, 2021 10:43:03 AM EDT
Alexa Druckmiller
Eastern Michigan University, Eng Language and Lit
Re: Exempt - Initial - UHSRC-FY20-21-167 Overhearers Determining Levels of Familiarity Between Interlocutors in Computer-Mediated Co
GIF Usage
Dear Alexa Druckmiller:
The Eastern Michigan University Human Subjects Review Committee has rendered the decision below for Overhearers Determining Levels
Interlocutors in Computer-Mediated Communication Based on GIF Usage. You may begin your research.
Decision: Exempt
Selected Category: Category 2.(i). Research that only includes interactions involving educational tests (cognitive, diagnostic, aptitude, achie
procedures, interview procedures, or observation of public behavior (including visual or auditory recording).
The information obtained is recorded by the investigator in such a manner that the identity of the human subjects cannot readily be ascerta
identifiers linked to the subjects.
Category 3.(i)(A). Research involving benign behavioral interventions in conjunction with the collection of information from an adult subject
responses (including data entry) or audiovisual recording if the subject prospectively agrees to the intervention and information collection.
The information obtained is recorded by the investigator in such a manner that the identity of the human subjects cannot readily be ascerta
identifiers linked to the subjects.
Renewals: Exempt studies do not need to be renewed. When the project is completed, please contact human.subjects@emich.edu.
Modifications: Any plan to alter the study design or any study documents must be reviewed to determine if the Exempt decision changes. Y
modification request application in Cayuse IRB and await a decision prior to implementation.
Problems: Any deviations from the study protocol, unanticipated problems, adverse events, subject complaints, or other problems that may
subjects must be reported to the UHSRC. Complete an incident report in Cayuse IRB.
Follow-up: Please contact the UHSRC when your project is complete.
Please contact human.subjects@emich.edu with any questions or concerns.
Sincerely,
Eastern Michigan University Human Subjects Review Committee

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/1/?ik=9b066638f3&view=pt&search=all&permmsgid=msg-f%3A1699564050991177223&simpl=msg-f%3A1699564050991177223
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Appendix B: Questionnaire
Version 1.

Stimulus 1.

Person 1: Were you able to sign up?
Person 2:

Based on the dialogue between person 1 and person 2,

How well do person 1 and person 2 know each other?
1 (Low)

2

3

4

5

6

7 (High)

How long have person 1 and person 2 known each other?
1 (Low)

Stimulus 2.

2

3

4

5

6

7 (High)
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Person 1: Did you talk to Matt yet?
Person 2:

Based on the dialogue between person 1 and person 2,

How well do person 1 and person 2 know each other?
1 (Low)

2

3

4

5

6

7 (High)

How long have person 1 and person 2 known each other?
1 (Low)

2

3

4

5

Stimulus 3.

Person 1: I think I could stay that long.
Person 2: That’s awesome!

6

7 (High)
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Based on the dialogue between person 1 and person 2,

How well do person 1 and person 2 know each other?
1 (Low)

2

3

4

5

6

7 (High)

How long have person 1 and person 2 known each other?
1 (Low)

2

3

4

5

6

7 (High)

Stimulus 4.

Person 1: Peter just got in.
Person 2:

Based on the dialogue between person 1 and person 2,

How well do person 1 and person 2 know each other?
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1 (Low)

2

3

4

5

6

7 (High)

How long have person 1 and person 2 known each other?
1 (Low)

2

3

4

5

6

7 (High)

Stimulus 5.

Person 1: Are you ready for tomorrow?
Person 2: Uh … no.

Based on the dialogue between person 1 and person 2,

How well do person 1 and person 2 know each other?
1 (Low)

2

3

4

5

6

7 (High)

How long have person 1 and person 2 known each other?
1 (Low)

Stimulus 6.

2

3

4

5

6

7 (High)
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Person 1: I won’t be back until Thursday night.
Person 2: Ok

Based on the dialogue between person 1 and person 2,

How well do person 1 and person 2 know each other?
1 (Low)

2

3

4

5

6

7 (High)

How long have person 1 and person 2 known each other?
1 (Low)

2

3

4

5

6

7 (High)

Version 2

Stimulus 1.

Person 1: Were you able to sign up?
Person 2: Do I have to?

Based on the dialogue between person 1 and person 2,

How well do person 1 and person 2 know each other?
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1 (Low)

2

3

4

5

6

7 (High)

How long have person 1 and person 2 known each other?
1 (Low)

2

3

4

5

6

7 (High)

Stimulus 2.

Person 1: Were you able to sign up?
Person 2: Yup

Based on the dialogue between person 1 and person 2,

How well do person 1 and person 2 know each other?
1 (Low)

2

3

4

5

6

7 (High)

How long have person 1 and person 2 known each other?
1 (Low)

Stimulus 3.

2

3

4

5

6

7 (High)
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Person 1: I think I could stay that long.
Person 2:

Based on the dialogue between person 1 and person 2,

How well do person 1 and person 2 know each other?
1 (Low)

2

3

4

5

6

7 (High)

How long have person 1 and person 2 known each other?
1 (Low)

2

3

Stimulus 4.

Person 1: Peter just got in.
Person 2: Good to know.

4

5

6

7 (High)
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Based on the dialogue between person 1 and person 2,

How well do person 1 and person 2 know each other?
1 (Low)

2

3

4

5

6

7 (High)

How long have person 1 and person 2 known each other?
1 (Low)

2

3

4

5

Stimulus 5.

Person 1: Are you ready for tomorrow?
Person 2:

6

7 (High)
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Based on the dialogue between person 1 and person 2,

How well do person 1 and person 2 know each other?
1 (Low)

2

3

4

5

6

7 (High)

How long have person 1 and person 2 known each other?
1 (Low)

2

3

4

5

6

7 (High)

Stimulus 6.

Person 1: I won’t be back until Thursday night.
Person 2:

Based on the dialogue between person 1 and person 2,
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How well do person 1 and person 2 know each other?
1 (Low)

2

3

4

5

6

7 (High)

How long have person 1 and person 2 known each other?
1 (Low)

2

3

4

5

6

7 (High)

Demographic questions seen by all participants.
Gender

Male
Female
Not Listed
Prefer not to reply

Education level

High school graduate
Some college
2 year degree
4 year degree
More than 4 year degree

Please rank the frequency with which you use the following.
GIFs
None at all

A little

A moderate amount

A lot

A great deal

PREDICTED SOCIAL CLOSENESS BASED ON CMC
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Text messaging
None at all

A little

A moderate amount

A lot

A great deal

A moderate amount

A lot

A great deal

Social media (in general)
None at all

A little

Which social media platforms do you use often?

Facebook
Twitter
Instagram
Snapchat
Reddit
Others
None

PREDICTED SOCIAL CLOSENESS BASED ON CMC
Appendix C: Full Model With Gender, GIF, and Social Media Usage
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